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When looking at deals from home phone service providers, it will serve you well to have a good idea
of how you will use it. Most telecoms companies design their deals to meet certain needs so it is
well worth visiting a price comparison website like www.homephonechoices.co.uk to get a better
idea of what is available, if those deals meet your requirements and what each package will cost
before you sign up to a deal.

If you do not have a landline at the moment and use your mobile phone to make calls, you should
look at your recent bills and compare them against the prices landline providers offer. Many
telecoms companies offer free phone line installation, so you could save money by having a landline
installed, especially if you have a small free call allowance on your mobile phone deal.

If you work from home, a deal that boasts an 'anytime' price plan may serve your needs well.
Packages of this nature allow peak time calls to be made at a similar pay rate as off-peak calls. If
you are often out during the day, 'anytime' tariffs will not be suitable, as you will not be able to reap
the benefits of cheap daytime calls.

People that call mobile numbers more often than they ring landlines should investigate how much
providers charge for this type of call. Most mobile providers offer reduced rates or free calls to
numbers on the same network, but ringing a mobile on a different network can sometimes cost a fair
amount. Many landline operators do have deals that feature reduced mobile phone call costs,
although there tends to be a limit to the amount of time you can spend on these calls before the rate
is increased. When comparing deals of this kind, you should make a point of checking what these
rates are and what the call limits are.

If you want to change providers, when conducting a price comparison you should keep a recent bill
nearby and compare the prices you are charged by yourcurrent provider with the rates offered by its
competitors. If rival providers offer cheaper call costs or line rental, it may be worth contacting your
current provider to see if they they can move you onto a different price plan, or if they have any
discounted rates that were not available when you originally signed up. Many providers want to
retain your custom and will therefore offer discounts in order to keep you on their books. Switching
to another provider without first contacting your current supplier would be foolish.

To find the best deal for your needs, you should visit a price comparison site. Often independently
run, these sites offer impartial guidence and allow users to perform bespoke searches, so you can
compare deals that only suit your needs.
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Sue Johnson - About Author:
Those looking for a a cheap landline  deal should visit Homephone Choices. In addition to a free
price comparison service, users can also find out which providers offer a free phone line  installation
and which companies offer the cheapest call charges.
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